Cell therapies are anticipated to be the next breakthrough to address unmet medical needs. Though use of cells as therapeutic agents such as bone marrow transplant has been in medical practice for decades, cell therapy regulations are relatively new, or emerging in most countries and regions, including the US and the EU.

In this evolving regulatory environment, how cell therapy tools are regulated is not straightforward. Wave, a bioreactor intended for expansion of human cells in suspension, has been on the market in the US and Canada. Since cell therapy is regulated similarly as drugs or biologics in the US and Canada, Wave Bioreactor is regulated as manufacturing equipment but not a medical device, the same as for biologic manufacturing equipment. A Drug Master File for Wave has been filed at the FDA and cross-referenced by INDs cleared to initiate clinical trials for testing investigational cell therapy products.

While cell therapy development is advancing around the world, particularly in Asian Pacific countries, the demand of an automated, scalable bioreactor such as Wave for manufacturing cell therapy product has increased. However, due to unclear or evolving regulations in these countries, confusions arise on whether Wave bioreactor should be regulated as equipment or a medical device. As the author works with individual countries to map out regulatory pathway for Wave, it has become clear that a harmonized regulatory requirement for cell therapy products and cell therapy processing tools are critical to bring innovative cell therapies to patients in need.
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